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ABSTRACT
We used systematic layering of variously sized layers to
quickly create large, seemingly non-repeating textures. This
leads to significantly more control for artists to create large
visual scenes without the need for large teams to create
massive textures. Our method maintains the visual appeal
of seamless and non-repeating design, as well as uses little
memory and fast rendering.
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The key insights to our work are:
1) create layers of different sizes that
have periods corresponding to the features in the texture, and 2) add
non-structural noise to decrease repetition.
Textures with features that are noisy and unstructured,
such as grass, dirt, and sand, are created using layers with
sizes that are relatively prime and therefore have a small
GCD. For example, we could choose layer widths of 5, 7,
and 11, which would generate a texture with a period of
5·7·11=385.

Textures with features that are highly regular and structured, such as brick, are created using layers with a GCD
as a multiple of the feature width. For example, if the brick
feature is 8 pixels wide, we could choose layer widths of
8·5=40, 8·7=56, and 8·11=88, which generates a texture
with a period of 3080. Additional layers can be used to add
texture features that have a different structure, such as
moss on brick.
Textures that are structured but not regular, such as stone
walls, water, and painted pavement, use layers with sizes
that are relatively prime and imply structure by covering details using neutral colors and adding features.
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Alex Walker wrote an article [2011] discussing how the
Cicada Principle relates to web design. Walker describes
how layers with prime widths and heights generate large
textures. Our work extends and formalizes his work for
game textures.
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Alternative to creating large textures, artists can use noise
filtering [Stam 1997], aperiodic tiling methods [Parzer 2013],
and texture compression [Wang et al. 2008]. These methods are dificult to generalize across a variety of categories
of texture structures.
https://gfx.cse.taylor.edu/projects/cicada/editor.html

We plan to run studies to determine general rules for creating textures that avoid repetition, and we plan to compare
the performance of our method against methods common in
industry. Currently, we focus on using textures for diffuse reflection of surface. We believe this work can easily extend to
control other surface properties, such as specularity, emission, normal perturbation, and displacement. We plan to experiment with other ways of combining layer samples. We
also believe that this method can extend to other domains,
such as audio.
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https://gfx.cse.taylor.edu/projects/cicada/viewer.html

Figure 2: Large 3D scenes using rpTextures (left) and 16x16 tiled textures (right). Although the textures in both images are scaled the same, rpTextures avoids the repetition seen using tiled textures.

DESIGN STRATAGIES
Figure1: (left) Web-based rpTexture editor (right) 3D viewer

IMPLEMENTATION
We created a prototype web application using WebGL to
create low-res textures. The prototype includes a simple
editor with basic tools, a color palette, a layer editor, and a
3D viewer to preview the texture in a scene. A GLSL shader
produces the final color by covering or adjusting HSV each
layer sampled at the texture coordinate mod the layer's size.
The layers pack into a single glTexture.

We focused on creating low-resolution textures rather than
realistic or highly stylized textures, so our strategies may
not apply to all types of textures. However, we found the following basic guidelines helped with creating textures.
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- As with most creative work, have a final goal in mind prior
to starting.
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- For irregular textures, paint the bottom layer in broad
strokes with very few detail to set the tone. Regular textures can have basic structured details in bottom layer.
- Use large layer sizes and spread out the usage. Then use
multiple layers of spread usage to cover the entire texture
with the desired design.
- Add one or two additional HSV-adjusting layers to add

https://gfx.cse.taylor.edu/projects/rptextures

"noise" to the texture, effectively reducing the repetitiveness without changing the overall structure..
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Figure 3: cracked brick and grass rpTextures (left), layers generating textures (middle),
packed glTextures (right).

Figure 4: Various textures created with the prototype editor 1.) water 2.) grass 3.) gravel 4.) stone
5.) wood planks 6.) parking lot 7.) brick wall 8.) tree bark
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